City Council Opposes Open Housing Plan

By NEVA BROWN
State News Staff Writer (concluded on page 12)

A cloud of City Council dis­
agreement hung over the East­
ern Lansing Human Relation­
es Commission meeting last night.

The commission's recommenda­
tions were opposed to the City Council's resolu­
tion to issue an open occupancy pre­
scriptive ordinance to East­
lansing (continued on page 12)

Negotiations Break Down At Hillsdale

SEGURO - Negotiations between Eastern New Corporation officials and the Eastern New Corporation Electrical Workers have broken down.

The two sides have been nego­tiating for over two years, and both sides have been at the same bargaining position since last summer.

The company was closed by Eastern's strike of public emer­gencies last September and October.

The company's negotiations broke down in the late summer after the Eastern's agreement with the Electrical Workers failed.

The Electrical Workers have been at the bargaining table for over two years and were unable to negotiate a new contract.

The company's last nego­tiations broke down last summer.

The Electrical Workers have been at the bargaining table for over two years and were unable to negotiate a new contract.

A new contract has been negotiated.

City Council Opposes Open Housing Plan

By NEVA BROWN
State News Staff Writer

A cloud of City Council dis­agreement hung over the East­ern Lansing Human Relations Commission meeting last night.

The commission's recommenda­tions were opposed to the City Council's resolu­tion to issue an open occupancy pre­scriptive ordinance to East­lan­sing (concluded on page 12).
Sound Off, '61 2 3 4

With all deliberate speed," All-University Student Government finally will launch 'Campus Sound Off'-next fall on the east steps of the Union.

The plan to establish a campus, "Hyde Park" where students and faculty could speak on any topic was passed by AUSG in 1961. President Bob Harris administration is the first to take it off paper and put it in action.

Harris will climb the steps to move "off" with his parents' permission.

Remember Off Campus Housing?

Construction is beginning this week on the University's seventh coed residence hall, and plans have been announced to build two more in time for a September, 1965, opening. This will bring the total dormitory capacity to about 15,000 students.

New ideas are incorporated into every dormitory, and the University is evidently attempting to find the most satisfactory type of dormitory arrangement to suit both students and parents.

But we wonder if it might not be worthwhile to look at an alternative to the expanding and expensive dorm system.

The anticipated enrollment increases will more than push the off-campus housing area from 21 to permit any student who has lived in dorms three terms to move "off" with his parents' permission.

Along with the resolution went a statement that more information was needed before the administration could be expected to look at such a resolution with anything but a wary, and perhaps a snug, smile.

A revised AUSG study term full term might help considerably to ease the way for a change in the future, with students and administrators cooperation. Veterans of three terms in the dorms should be given an opportunity to move off-campus, but not until the facts of the situation have been unearthed.

The anticipated enrollment increases will more than enough to fill all the University's dormitories, even with the big jump in capacity that will result from the building going on.

If the need for liberalization of off-campus housing can be proved to the satisfaction of each group involved, there is no reason why upper-class students should have accommodation to remain in dormitories until their 21st.

The Answer's Bib-Overalls

Editor's Note: James P. Davis, Gomez junior, looked (after the fashion section) and came to the following conclusion:

1. It seems to me that the "Bib-Overalls" have been the "must" of the season. In this style, the front bib portion of the overalls could be tucked into each pocket. The back pockets of these "Bibs" are much larger than the front pocket. The front bib portion of the overalls could be used as a "pocket." The back pockets of these "Bibs" are much larger than the front pocket.

2. Anyway, numerous cigarette butts, gum wrappers, shrimps, and inserts that would surely go toward nobler things.

3. But we wonder if it might not be worthwhile to look at an alternative to the expanding and expensive dorm system.

4. I see the potential of this "Bib-Overalls." Let's walk down to Bogue Street and see what is happening.

5. Mike Kindman
Editor
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Still three weeks have been the decision point that Mr. Khadduri makes for the problem of the Arab refugee situation. The Arab refugee issue is not the problem. The problem is whether the refugee issue is not the problem.

Letter To The Editor Hints Morals, Korean Style

To the Editor:

A problem exists in Korea, as well as in the Middle East, in the subterfuge of the congress and the policy of the international community. Here, a problem of consciousness by Americans who are the principal contributors of the international community. Here, a problem of consciousness by Americans who are the principal contributors of the international community.

So the MSU morality perplex has a solution.

PR. GEORGE L. DAWSON
President
St. Johns College
Annapolis, Md.

Red Cedar Report

If a man does not want to walk on campus next fall, he must have been only a boy.

There will be no running on campus next fall. Let's walk down to Bogue Street and see what is happening.
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Swamps, Stumps, Dotted Landscape

Editor's Note: This is the first of a three-part series on the physical growth of MSU.

If you could count the number of times you've walked through a swamp, you might be able to estimate the number of times you've walked through a swamp on campus. But don't let that deter you from the experience. Swamps have a unique beauty that is only found in the natural world.

This past weekend, I walked through the marsh area behind Morrill Hall, where a 50-year history of MAC in 1915, and beyond that, along the lowest one-mile section of the stream. The open ditch which had been to be bridged about half way between the president's house and angled by large tiles.

The campus is home to many different species of plants and animals, and the swamps are no exception. Some of the species found in the swamps include the American Elm, the American Beech, and the American Linden. The swamps also provide a habitat for many birds, such as the Northern Cardinal, the American Robin, and the White-crowned Sparrow.

The marsh area behind Morrill Hall is not just a pretty place to walk. It is also an important area for wildlife. The marsh is home to many different species of birds, including the Great Blue Heron, the Snowy Egret, and the American Bittern. The marsh is also an important area for waterfowl, such as the Mallard, the American Wigeon, and the Black-bellied Whistling-Duck.

The marsh area behind Morrill Hall is a great place to go for a walk, and to enjoy the beauty of the natural world. So the next time you're on campus, take a walk through the marsh area behind Morrill Hall, and see what you can find. And don't forget to bring your binoculars, because there's a lot to see!
Olympic Swim
At Pool Today

Spurned athletes will be on hand to benefit from an Olympic
headlining event. The first-ever Michigan State
Olympic Swim Meet will be held at the University
Aquatic Center on the campus on Saturday, June
20. The event will be followed by an
Olympic Swim Meet on Sunday, June 21.
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Michigan State seniors won the Big Ten baseball championship for the first time in school history this week. Michigan State, which had been the traditional power in the Big Ten, edged Ohio State to win the conference with an 8-7 victory on the last day of the regular season.

The Spartans, who had finished second in the conference the previous year, capitalized on a series of errors by the Buckeyes to score four unearned runs in the seventh inning and secure the victory. Michigan State finished the season with a 22-7 record, while Ohio State ended with a 19-10 mark.

Joe Wins State 9’s MVP Tag

Joe W. has been named the Most Valuable Player (MVP) for his outstanding performance during the Michigan State baseball season. Joe, a senior outfielder, was a key contributor to the team's success, hitting .333 with 12 home runs and 50 RBIs.

The award was presented during a special ceremony at the end of the season, honoring the team's top performers. Joe was recognized for his clutch hitting, particularly in the later stages of the season, when the team needed him most.

Grid Traffic

As the conference tournament was coming to a close, grid traffic was a major issue. The tournament was held at Michigan State University, and the campus was already crowded with students, faculty, and visitors.

The traffic was so heavy that the university had to implement a series of traffic management measures to ensure the safety of all attendees. These measures included the use of police officers to direct traffic, the closure of certain roads, and the installation of temporary traffic light signals.

The university and the local police department worked together to manage the traffic flow, and the system appeared to be successful in preventing any major accidents or delays.

The tournament was a great success, with many Michigan State students and alumni in attendance. The university was praised for its efforts in managing the traffic and ensuring the safety of all those involved.

State Conference Team Bat Leaders

The Michigan State baseball team dominated the Big Ten Conference this year, leading the league in batting average and home runs. The team's success can be attributed to the strong performances of several key players.

Among the team's top performers was Joe W., who was named the Most Valuable Player (MVP) for his outstanding performance during the season. Joe, a senior outfielder, was a key contributor to the team's success, hitting .333 with 12 home runs and 50 RBIs.

The team also had several other standout performers, including Tim R. (batting average) and Bill N. (home runs). These players were instrumental in leading the team to victory in the conference tournament and helping the team secure its first championship in school history.

The team's success was due in part to the strong coaching and leadership of the team's manager, John B., who was named Coach of the Year. The team's performance was a testament to the hard work and dedication of every player on the team.
CSO Captures Softball Title

CSO captured the All-Summer Softball Championsh ip Tuesday night by defe ating former titleholders by 5-3 in a game that started at 9. The game ended up being decided by a two-run walk-off home run by Larry Mcdonald in the bottom of the ninth inning.

Square Dance

The Green Room was jammed Wednesday night by the Square Dance Society for the Fall Dance. The dance started at 8 p.m. and lasted until 11 p.m.

Flowers Honor Anniversary Of Pope John XXIII’s Death

Yates County, NY - The cros-s country service held in honor of Pope John XXIII was filled Tuesday with the people of the town as they gathered to pray for the late pope.

Typhoid Outbreak To Be Studied

51 students at the University of Illinois were reported Tuesday to, have been affected by a typhoid outbreak. The outbreak is believed to have started in a student fraternity house.

Some Officials Optimistic

Asia Conference Ends

HONOLULU - [Headline]

The conference was attended by officials from different countries in Asia, including China, Japan, and South Korea. The conference concluded with a positive note, with officials expressing optimism about the future of relations between the countries.
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Symmetrical of Certain Ideas

Prof Creates Rock Dragon

A three-year-old, 20-inch-long dragon, which has become a sensation on the campus at Michigan State University, was displayed at the campus health center on Wednesday. The dragon, made of clay, was created by the department of art and design professor, Joseph L. Smith, who is known for his unique and whimsical sculptures.

The dragon, which is approximately 15 feet long and 8 feet wide, is a symbol of Chinese culture and is believed to bring good luck and prosperity. It is made of clay and is considered a living sculpture, with the dragon's wings and tail moving as it breathes.

Leonard Heads

Chem Engineers

Richard J. Leonard, Lansing junior, has been named president of MSAE's chapter of the American Institute of Chemical Engineers. Other officers elected were Robert A. Pierson, President; John D. Schley, Vice President; James M. Nash, Secretary; and Robert J. Jones, Treasurer.

The new officers will serve for the next academic year.

Students Win Fellowship

Two students of Asian language, have won fellowships to study abroad for a year.

John Ritter, Huntington, W. Va., junior, was awarded a fellowship to study the language and culture of the Chinese. He will spend the year in China, where he will study the language and culture of the Chinese.

Johnna Phillips, Coppell, junior, was awarded a fellowship to study the language and culture of the Japanese. She will spend the year in Japan, where she will study the language and culture of the Japanese.

Greek Presidents Win Last Top Seniors Title

Barbara Hansen and Dale Mansberger were named the last two top seniors by the Greek Council.

Barbara Hansen ended her term as president of the Greek Council. She was named the top senior by the Greek Council.

Dale Mansberger ended his term as president of the Greek Council. He was named the top senior by the Greek Council.

A social science major, Hansen was selected on the basis of her leadership qualities, academic excellence, and contribution to the campus community.

Mansberger is a management major and was selected on the basis of his leadership qualities, academic excellence, and contribution to the campus community.
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Top Conductors Will Direct Students Here This Summer

Four prominent American conductors and eight outstanding American orchestras will offer free musical entertainments for Michigan State students during the summer sessions, according to recent announcements.

Program details will be announced later. Each musical event will be presented during the summer session.

Paul M. Cherington, director of the University of Michigan School of Music, will conduct the University Orchestra, which will perform at least twice during the summer session. Other conductors and orchestras will include: Alfred Walter, a former member of the New York Philharmonic; and Victor Alessandri, the first week of the summer session.

Four prominent American conductors and eight outstanding American orchestras will offer free musical entertainments for Michigan State students during the summer sessions, according to recent announcements.

Program details will be announced later. Each musical event will be presented during the summer session. Paul M. Cherington, director of the University of Michigan School of Music, will conduct the University Orchestra, which will perform at least twice during the summer session. Other conductors and orchestras will include: Alfred Walter, a former member of the New York Philharmonic; and Victor Alessandri, the first week of the summer session.

Frequent public concerts and other events are scheduled for Michigan State University during the summer sessions. Among the events will be the Michigan State Summer Strings, held from June 15 to July 15, under the direction of Paul M. Cherington.

For information about the summer concerts and other events, contact the University of Michigan School of Music, 410 East Michigan State University campus, East Lansing, Michigan. 48823.
Kidney Disease Strikes Student

Club Asks Aid For Nigerian

The International Club is appealing for financial support for a Nigerian student, I. M. Adedire, who suffers from a chronic kidney disease. The club is seeking financial assistance to help cover the medical expenses for his treatment.

Adedire is enrolled at the University of Michigan Medical Center. A kidney transplant operation is recommended to treat his condition. However, the surgery requires a substantial amount of money, which is beyond Adedire's financial capabilities.

The club has initiated a fund-raising campaign to support Adedire. Contributions can be made in person at the University of Michigan Campus Center, Club Aisle 107, or by mail, attention: I. M. Adedire, c/o University of Michigan, Box 1234, Ann Arbor, MI 48105.

The club emphasizes the importance of early intervention and treatment for kidney disease. Without adequate care, the condition can lead to permanent kidney damage or failure. Adedire's case highlights the urgency of financial support to ensure he receives the necessary medical care.

The club encourages all members to contribute, even in small amounts, to support Adedire's medical expenses. Together, we can make a difference in his fight against kidney disease.